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Terms and abbreviations

Apparent Dip - Dip of the line of intersection between a planar feature and a non-

horizontal outcrop. In this thesis the outcrops have been modeled to be either

totally horizontal or dead vertical.

Bearing - Normal vector of a planar feature (fracture, fold axis etc.) projected on a

horizontal surface, in the direction of its dip.

C13 - Conversion factor for calculating the volumetric fracture intensity P32 from the

one-dimensional P10 Wang (2005). Calculated for each fracture population on each

outcrop from the PDF of said populations.

CDF - Cumulative Distribution Function. A function quantifying the cumulative proba-

bility of a distribution. The term is used in this thesis in describing the distribution

of the angles between scanlines and fracture population normals (α).

DFN - Discrete Fracture Network. A stochastic representation of likely fracturing ori-

entations, intensities and relations in a volume of rock or similar material. A 3D

numerical model in which fractures are represented as finite surfaces with specified

mechanical and hydraulic properties.

Dip/Strike - Traditional geological measurements describing the directionality of a struc-

ture. Compass direction of the line of intersection between a horizontal plane and

the structure in question is called strike of the feature, varying from 0◦ to 360◦.

Convention in this case follows a ”right hand rule” according to which a person’s

right hand, while facing the feature from the direction of its dip, points the strike

direction. Feature’s dip is the angular difference between a horizontal plane and the

feature plane, varying from 0◦ to 90◦.

Euclidean scaling / isotropic scaling - A scaling behavior characterized by a linear relation

between the number or density of an object, and the extent of the space. Enlarging

or shrinking the spatial scale linearly increases the number of objects while density

stays the same. Used in this thesis to describe fracture intensity to characterize the

relation between the number of fractures in a volume of rock mass.

Foliation - A generic term for planar arrangement of small-scale textural, crystallographic

and structural features. Typically used to describe the structures in deformed and

metamorphosed crystalline rocks (Milnes et al. 2006).

Fracture - Generic term for rock discontinuities of all types. In a broader sense, the term

encompasses joints, faults, veins, and shear zones.

Fracture aperture (e) - Average mechanical aperture of a fracture.

Fracture area (A) - The average area of one of the two faces of a fracture.
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Fracture domain - A rock volume outside deformation zones within which the variability

of fracture characteristics is smaller than between different domains. Domains can be

differentiated by e.g. their relative fracture set intensities or orientations. Significant

spatial variability can still exist within a given fracture domain. Uncertainty due

to averaging fracture orientations across a domain is generally much less than the

uncertainty in the fracture size and intensity models.

Fracture population - A term describing the fracturing habit of a rock mass. A population

can be thought of as a series of discontinuities sharing similar strike and dip. As

stated by the tectonic continuum hypothesis, discontinuities observed at outcrop

level can be deduced to be a part of a larger regional population with a scale of

kilometers.

Fracture set - A series of discontinuities with similar orientation.

Fracture trace length (L) - The length of a fracture trace formed as the intersection

between a fracture and a 2D sampling surface.

Fracture trace length per unit area (L/A) - Mean summed trace length enclosed within

a specified area, divided by that area.

K-means - A vector quantization method widely used in cluster analysis, aiming to

partition n observations into k clusters. Each observation or data point belongs to

the cluster with the nearest mean.

Outcrop - A bare, exposed bedrock surface.

PDF - Probability Distribution Function. Denotes the relative likelihood that the value

of the random variable would equal that sample. While the absolute likelihood for a

continuous random variable to take on any particular value is 0 (since there are an

infinite set of possible values to begin with), the value of the PDF at two different

samples can be used to infer, in any particular draw of the random variable, how

much more likely it is that the random variable would equal one sample compared

to the other sample.

P10 - One-dimensional fracture intensity measure along e.g. a scanline or a borehole.

Number of fractures per unit length (n/m)

P32 - One sided surface area of a fracture in a unit volume (m2/m3). Derived from P10

by conversion factor C13 in this thesis.

Sampling domain - The region on which fracturing is measured or estimated. May be

3D (e.g. the rock to be excavated for a tunnel), 2D (e.g. tunnel walls or outcrops),

or 1D (e.g. scanlines or small diameter boreholes).

Strike/Dip - Traditional geological measurements describing the directionality of a struc-

ture. Compass direction of the line of intersection between a horizontal plane and
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the structure in question is called strike of the feature, varying from 0◦ to 360◦.

Convention in this case follows a ”right hand rule” according to which a person’s

right hand, while facing the feature from the direction of its dip, points the strike

direction. Feature’s dip is the angular difference between a horizontal plane and the

feature plane, varying from 0◦ to 90◦.

Tectonic continuum hypothesis - The hypothesis that fracture populations can be ex-

trapolated over a large scale range. Fractures in an outcrop with traces of a few

meters are part of of the same fracture population as lineaments or deformation

zones spanning over kilometers. Allows the combination of data sets at multiple

scales, and regional modeling
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background of the study and the study area

Understanding the structure and integrity of the bedrock is essential in e.g. underground

facility planning, rock slope stability analyses, and aquifer flow modeling. Lack of space

above ground forces growing cities to think of underground alternatives for parking, trans-

portation and storage space. In addition, toxic wastes can be safely isolated in stable

blocks of bedrock (Fox et al. 2012). Quality of the bedrock is of the highest importance

for all these projects, affecting the building costs as well as the integrity of the final

constructs.

The exploitation of natural mineral resources and many major civil engineering projects

are frequently concerned with the engineering behavior of naturally fractured rock masses

(Pine et al. 2007). Depending on the available data and methods, rock quality can be

estimated in different ways: common practice for the analysis and design of structures in

naturally fractured rock masses is either empirical or based on simplified numerical mod-

els. This thesis represents the latter approach, and aims to characterize the fracturing

behavior and geometry of the dominant fracture populations in the study area, concen-

trating on the likely fracturing orientations near the surface of the rock mass. These

structures affect the surface expression of the bedrock - which forms the depositional

basement for the overlying Quaternary strata - and thus are connected to e.g. likely sites

for glacifluvial aquifers (Skyttä et al. 2015).

The geological discrete fracture network (DFN) model is a statistical model for stochas-

tically simulating rock fractures and minor faults designed to provide a quantitative basis

for specifying fracture orientations, sizes, intensity, spatial variability, and correlation to

geological factors (Fox et al. 2007). What DFN models offer is the ability to analyze the

discontinuities penetrating the desired volume. Modeling of geological structures in 3D

has inherent advantages compared to traditional 2D maps, most prominently the ability

to conduct more complex analyses e.g. structural integrity of a volume of rock or flow

modeling in a fracture network, and more a visual way to present the findings.

This master’s thesis is related to a broader Salpausselkä project which aims to reveal

the hydrogeological link between the glacifluvial deposits and the bedrock structures. One

step towards this is to use deformation zones as break lines for localizing the sharp breaks

on the bedrock surface and more accurately model its geometry towards realistic geological

morphology. The other goal is to understand and model the smaller-scale anisotropy of

the bedrock, with all its fractures and foliations. These will subsequently be used as input

data for modeling to provide realistic models of the bedrock. Moreover, DFN modeling in

geological 3D modeling software MOVE, the topic of this thesis, has been conducted to

compare the fracture patterns generated by two different methods: numerical DFN, and

implicit fracture modelling (Ruuska 2018).

This work is one of three theses originating from a common project group, the others

being Balogh (2018) and Ruuska (2018). Made side by side, these theses serve as the

foundation for the Salpausselkä project, enabling further studies but also answering fun-
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damental questions about the study area. Balogh (2018) delves into the characteristics of

the brittle and ductile structures within the study area from the perspective of structural

geology, and the results form the most important source material for further modeling

endeavors in 3D with MOVE and goCAD. In his thesis, Ruuska (2018) offers a novel

approach to implicit modeling of bedrock surface structures with anisotropy interpolator

tools within goCAD and its plug-ins, tested and further developed in close collaboration

with geologist, Dr. Mike Hillier from the Geological Survey of Canada.

1.2 Scope of the thesis

The purpose of this thesis is to generate a DFN for the study area using the data and

methods available to the author through the preceding MSc theses (Balogh 2018, Ruuska

2018), and scientific publications. Methodologically the study can be divided into four

distinct parts:

1. Literature review of the DFN approach

2. Calculating all the variables needed for the DFN by using Python scripts

3. DFN modeling phase, executed in MOVE

4. Comparison to brittle models created by Ruuska (2018)

This thesis focuses on modeling of the brittle structures in the near surface bedrock.

While this is still heavily knowledge-driven approach some of the methods are more akin

to implicit modeling, namely the k-means clustering algorithm. Overall, explicit and

implicit approaches should not be viewed as conflicting but supportive methods. Both

have their advantages and pitfalls and therefore the strongest model might be the one

combining the two effectively and creatively.

In this kind of relatively limited modeling endeavor it is possible to estimate uncertain-

ties posed by the measurement practices and the used mathematical models. However,

conceptual uncertainties like structural complexity, regional attitudes of structures, and

effects of the region’s tectonic history are far too complex to fit into the scope of this the-

sis. Modeling of geological structures beyond the dimensions of the acquired data leads

invariably to simplification and generalization of the data. Though some of the accuracy

is lost, more visual interpretations of the structures are a valuable asset for planning

and further studies. As stated before, interpretation adds to uncertainty which has to

be assessed to gauge its effect on the results. Estimating and measuring uncertainties

in 3D modeling using best-guessed geological models is an important but rather difficult

challenge (Tacher et al. 2006, Bistacchi et al. 2008, Lindsay et al. 2012).

The final product of this thesis will provide material and methods for further modeling

efforts in the study area. This study in particular aims to answer the following research

questions:
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1. Is the DFN model a plausible description of the brittle structures in the bedrock

surface layer?

2. Is it feasible to approximate Wang’s (2005) C13 for dominant fracture sets with

open source methods using K-means clustering approach?

It should be noted that the DFN model presented in this thesis is only applicable

in the immediate neighborhood of the study area, and only in the uppermost portion of

the bedrock. Applicability has not been tested outside these boundaries and more data

should be gathered before such endeavors. The model is a simplification of the reality

in favor of visual readability and does not take e.g. annealing of bedrock discontinuities,

geomechanical properties of the rock volume, or discontinuity termination relationships

into account. The decision to exclude the above factors was done in the light of the

available time and data, restricting the scope of this thesis to a geometrical analysis of

the fracturing orientations and their geometric relations in the study area. Emphasis

therefore lies in the conceptual testing of the used methods and the workflow.

1.3 Background for implicit methods comparison

Comparing the DFN modeling results to those generated by the implicit modeling ap-

proach is one of the key elements of this thesis. Both models utilize the same field data,

simplifying the complex task of assessing the feasibility of these methods. The goal of

the implicit modeling approach (Ruuska 2018) is to break free from the constraints set

by subjective interpretation of fracture domains, and insted model the true local vari-

ability of the brittle structures. For this, Ruuska (2018) was involved in development

of goCAD tools for the SURFE plugin, LAI (Local Anisotropy Interpolator), and LAM

(Local Anisotropy Modeling). As opposed to this, the DFN model orientations are gen-

eralizations made for each fracture domain in turn, albeit this can be remedied with e.g.

the interpolated grids used in this thesis.

In his thesis Ruuska (2018) used hard sectored fracture populations (Balogh 2018),

as opposed to the more flexible open-source methods used in the creation of the fracture

populations for the DFN model. Fracture set classification was also conducted in a differ-

ent manner: during the field work, Ruuska (2018) and Balogh (2018) determined the most

dominant fracturing orientation (R1) to be parallel or sub-parallel to the foliation and

typically also showing the highest fracture intensity, the second most dominant fracturing

orientation (R2) to be orthogonal to R1, and the last orientation (R3) to encompass the

sets with sub-horizontal dip. In this thesis, the classification was done solely based on the

fracture intensity, based on the definition of the DFN model itself.
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2 Principles of the discrete fracture network method-

ology

Literature on discrete fracture network (DFN) modeling is relatively sparse and mainly

available from a handful of sources. Most of the references quoted in this thesis are techni-

cal reports done for the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company, Svensk

Kärnbränslehantering (SKB) or its Finnish counterpart POSIVA. Methods used in these

reports to quantify DFN model variables vary from author to author but what they have

in common is the conversion of the linear P10 to the volumetric fracture intensity P32.

P10 represents a direction dependent and biased intensity of fracturing as it preferentially

presents discontinuities orthogonal to the scanline. P32, fracture surface area per unit

volume on rock, is a more versatile estimate of fracture intensity than its 1D counterpart

(Follin et al. 2014). However, P32 can’t be measured in the field. The relationships be-

tween these variables are also presented in Table 1. Multiple different modeling techniques

have been proposed for the P10 - P32 conversion (Dershowitz et al. 2000, La Pointe et al.

2005, Wang 2005, Fox et al. 2007). Of these methods the most feasible one - the C13

conversion factor approach by Wang (2005) - was selected for this thesis. Other methods

would have required deeper understanding of fractal and mass dimensions and did hence

not fit in the scope or the time constraints of this study. Naturally, using this approach

also had its challenges, mostly related to mathematical notation and methods.

Table 1: Fracture intensity in different dimensions (Darcel et al. 2009)

Unlike the continuum model approaches, DFN model geometries explicitly represent

populations of individual or equivalent fractures (Wilson et al. 2011). DFN construction
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typically involves stochastic approaches that create multiple deterministic realizations of

the fracture network (Gringarten 1998). Despite the form of the source data, stochas-

tic DFNs commonly fail to accurately reproduce the spatial organization and resulting

fracture connectivity observed in exhumed natural fracture networks (Gringarten 1998,

Odling et al. 1999). This failure partly results from the difficulties involved when using

traditional measurement techniques to recreate the commonly complicated spatial orga-

nizations of three dimensional fracture networks (Wilson et al. 2011). Typical fracture

measurements are difficult to acquire not only because of limited accessibility and expo-

sure but they’re also prone to inaccuracies as they’re commonly collected with compasses

and tape measures across variably exposed non-planar surfaces (Wilson et al. 2011).

Reconstructing three-dimensional fracture networks from observed outcrops is far from

a straightforward exercise. For instance, the estimation of scaling parameters (power

law exponent or fractal dimensions) commonly used to constrain fracture locations in a

stochastic DFN model is not a trivial process, and appropriately extrapolating geometric

parameters from 1D and 2D into 3D is a difficult task in itself (Bonnet et al. 2001).

There are several inherent assumptions associated with DFN modeling that are worth

mentioning. The list of assumptions has been modified after La Pointe et al. (2005) and

Follin et al. (2014).

Assumption 1. Small fractures and fracture sets in an outcrop are a part of a popula-

tion of much larger fractures and fracture populations of similar orientation. Fractures can

be reliably divided into sets, and sets further into populations based solely on orientation.

Assumption 2. The length of a fracture trace in an outcrop is an accurate and appro-

priate measure of a fracture’s true trace length for the purpose of building a stochastic

DFN model.

Assumption 3. The scaling behavior of fracture intensities follows euclidean scaling.

Spatial arrangement of fracture centers in 3D is similar to a Poisson point process, which

is a type of random mathematical concept of points randomly distributed in mathematical

space (Matthes 1963). Power law fracture size distributions are inherently scale invariant,

and therefore conceptually consistent with the tectonic continuum hypothesis (Barton

and La Pointe 1995)

Assumption 4. Variations in fracture intensity and orientation can be estimated out-

side the sampled rock units. Dominant fracturing orientations are independent from local

lithology and its effects.

Evidence for these assumptions comes from the literature (Follin et al. 2014, La Pointe

et al. 2005, Dershowitz et al. 2000, Fox et al. 2007, Darcel et al. 2006) and is viewed as

best practice in DFN modeling.

DFN modeling can be broken down into two main tasks. One consists of exploratory

data analyses, typically seeking various correlations, fitting distributions and testing hy-

potheses. The other is the creation of a self-contained DFN model based on these analyses
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(Munier 2004b). By default, DFN modeling is an explicit approach where every compo-

nent is created manually and with a rigid value. This holds true e.g. if uniform dip

direction, dip and intensity values are used for the whole fracture domain, producing an

interpretation reflecting only means of the orientations actually measured in the field.

There are plenty of arguments in favor of this kind of approach as it ensures the integrity

of the source data from start to finish. However, the case is not as clear cut if interpo-

lation or other computer-driven method is added into the workflow. Added value with

these approaches comes from the bedrock’s tendency to not be completely isotropic.

Fox et al. (2012) argue that automated approaches lack the understanding of the geo-

logic context, particularly the structural evolution, within which the fracturing has taken

place. Although knowledge-based approaches lack in repeatability and are subject to

subjective interpretations, many of the computer-driven cluster identification approaches

are still no substitute for manual set identification (Fox et al. 2012). K-means clustering

method used in this thesis is a combination of these two, maybe even the best of both

worlds. As elaborated further in the text, the user has the power to decide the number of

created clusters and the responsibility to critically analyze the results. However, the user

has no direct control over the orientations of the cluster mean vectors. This intermediate

part of the process could be seen as a computer-driven step, making the approach method

quite a bit less explicit as a whole.

Sampling of fracture orientation is always more or less biased by the geometry and scale

of the sampling domain; e.g. fractures that are sub parallel to an outcrop are less likely

to be sampled than fractures that make a high angle to the same outcrop (Munier 2004).

This effect can be taken into account during the work flow with methodology developed

by Terzaghi (1965). However, due to the nature of this thesis and used methods this step

was left out. Possible effects of this decision are discussed further in the text.
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3 Data and methods

3.1 Study area

The study area is located near the city of Hyvinkää in Southern Finland where the

ground surface topography is controlled by Salpausselkä I ice marginal formation and

other glacifluvial deposits. Spanning over a few hundred kilometers through Southern

Finland and further around the whole Fennoscandia, Salpausselkä ice marginal forma-

tions are essential groundwater reservoirs in the area (Palmu 1999). Hydrogeological

linkage between glacifluvial deposits and crystalline basement remains unclear in existing

models. However, the spatial correlation between the bedrock structures and the overlying

glacifluvial deposits – eskers and ice marginal formations – has been generally recognized

in Finland (Okko 1962, Palmu 1999, Skyttä et al. 2015) and elsewhere (Barr & Lovell

2014).

Figure 1: The study area, modified after Palmu (1999). A) Location of ice marginal formations
in Fennoscandia B) SW-NE trending Salpauselkä ice marginal formations in Southern Finland
respect to our study area marked as a square (Elevation data from the National Land Survey).

The study area covers approximately 600 km2 area around the city of Hyvinkää, lying

in Hyvinkää Gabbroic-Volcanic Belt (HGB) between Granite Migmatite Belt (GMB) in

the North and West Uusimaa Granulite Complex (WUC) in the South (Pajunen 2008).

The approximately E-W trending Hyvinkää Shear Zone (HSZ) running through the entire

sudy area (Pajunen et al 2008) is the eastern continuation of Somero Shear Zone (SSZ)

(Väisänen & Skyttä 2007). Lithology is dominated by granites, gneisses, amphibolites,

migmatites and gabbros (Pajunen et al. 2008). Regional scale analyses of the bedrock

structural trends are based on available geophysical and geological data. From these,
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complex fold structures can be observed south of HSZ. In other parts of the study area,

ductile structures follow the major shear zone orientations (E-W and NE-SW). This ex-

cludes the nearby Hyvinkää gabbro formation which strictly controls the ductile bedrock

structures around it.

Figure 2: Major shear zones from Southern Finland shown on an aeromagnetic map.
SSZ=Somero Shear Zone, KSZ=Kisko Shear Zone, PMSZ=Porkkala-Mäntsälä Shear Zone,
HSZ=Hyvinkää Shear Zone. (Aeromagnetic map from GTK)

3.2 Field data and methods

The principal data source for modelling is formed by the field data collected during a

three-week field mapping period in 2016. Mapping was focused on brittle and ductile

structures, validating the regional scale analyses made beforehand, and further delineating

the deformation zones. A lithological map constructed from these findings was used to

survey the influence of lithological contacts to the formation of glacifluvial deposits.

Field mapping campaign, conducted in the summer of 2016, yielded point data of

the outcrops and their structural and lithological properties. All angles were measured

with a standard geologist’s compass. Field data, constituting of coordinates, strike/dip,

fracture size (length measured on the outcrop surface), fracture intensity (apparent P10)

and lithological observations was first classified by Balogh (2018) and then further refined

for this thesis. Following mapping routine was carried out during the field work (figure 4,

after Balogh 2018):
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Figure 3: Fieldwork fracture mapping workflow
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Figure 4: Fracture set classification terminology (Balogh 2018). Fracture sets labeled from the
most dominant (R1) to least dominant (R4), S1 denoting foliation.

At the outcrop, full-scale fracture mapping, fracture mapping charts, and field sketch

were prepared. If the outcrop was not adequate for full-scale fracture mapping only

basic information (e.g. main structural features, rock type and identifiable minerals) were

recorded. Non-suitable outcrops were generally small and showed only a few individual

diversely oriented fractures.

After field work, fracture sets were reclassified within all the subareas. Reclassifica-

tion was required for the following reasons: (1) to remove the subjectivity of the initial

classification done in the field, thus making fracture data more systematic, (2) to filter
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out classification to different sets due to small variations present on individual outcrops,

(3) to define clear borders for overlapping fracture sets, and (4) to allow correlation with

ductile foliation, which is known to control fracturing.

The reclassification process was done by hard sectoring the data, a method in which

closely allocated points on stereo plot are manually collected into clusters (Balogh, 2018).

Even though the study area is subdivided into more homogeneous domains, and the data

processed separately, structural diversity still exists. According to field observations, no

more than 3 major fracture sets per outcrop were detected, on average. Randomly oriented

fractures were also measured but excluded from the results to keep the data handling more

realistic and straightforward. Three main fracture sets were determined: R1 is parallel or

sub-parallel with foliation and typically shows the highest fracture density, R2 is at high

angle to R1 and R3 is dipping sub-horizontally. This knowledge-driven approach serves

as the ground truth for other methods in this thesis as well as in the parallel thesis by

Ruuska (2018).

Partitioning the field data points into fracture domains was done based on the orien-

tations of the brittle and ductile structures. The study area was divided into four areas

inside which the variation in dominant fracturing orientations and schistocity was smaller

compared to that between the areas themselves. Area 1 was decided to be the study area

for DFN modeling due to the best data coverage and relatively simple bedrock structure.

General workflow of this thesis from this step onwards can be observed in figure 6. The

data for Area 1 consists of 79 outcrops on which two to four fracture sets were identified.

Schistocity data could not be used to support the analysis due to the lack of intensity

data. Outcrop attitudes were approximated as intercardinal directions, i.e. the outcrops

were modeled to be facing to North, East, South or West. However, some outcrops were

close to horizontal. This called for a different approach - in these cases there was no

need to calculate apparent dip since the outcrop could be modeled to have no dip nor

strike of its own. Fracture set orientations were measured more accurately and were given

attitudes in one degree precision.
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Figure 5: General workflow of the thesis

3.3 Data reorganization for discrete fracture modeling

Field data was further refined for the purposes of DFN modeling. In this case, refining can

be thought as reorganization the field data. It’s much easier to insert the data to a Python

script (or to a program of any kind) when it’s carefully structured in a manner which

avoids unnecessary looping. All redundancies, ambiguities and unnecessary statements

had to be pruned. This included e.g. fracture intensity marked as <1, or a statements

like ”Significance of the measurement in the sandy layer is quite low”. In the former case
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the intensity value was corrected to integer 1, and in the latter the additional annotations

were left out of the following analyses. In the field, fracture intensity was measured

perpendicular to the fracture set’s apparent dip yielding direction dependent density for

each fracture population. True fracture density (P10) was later inferred from this data

but not used since Wang’s C13 conversion factor approach doesn’t require it.

The geometries of fractures in space are described using probability distributions

(PDF) calculated from the data (Fox et al. 2012). Following parameters must be known

in order to describe the fractures adequately for the PDF calculations (after Fox et al.

2012): fracture orientation (fig. 6, fracture size (length), fracture intensity, and fracture

locations. Fox et al. (2012) also mentions following parameters: fracture mineralogy,

fracture hydraulic properties, fracture mechanical properties. However, these are not

within the scope of this thesis and are thus left out of the model. Fracture orientation,

fracture location and one-dimensional fracture intensity (P10) were measured in the field.

Fracture size was also measured as the length of visible fracture trace on the outcrops

but this measure is highly dependent on outcrop size and shape, and may thus not be

used directly. Instead, all fracture traces and planes were modeled to be of equal size

to enable the analysis of fracture set geometries. Fracture set locations were obtained as

coordinates of the respective outcrops. Later these sets were interpolated to cover the

whole study area. Stereoplot and rose diagram of the original field data can be seen in

figure 7.

Figure 6: Visual representation of some of the orientation terminology used in this thesis
(Darcel et al. 2006)
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Figure 7: All fracture set normals on a stereonet, and the bearings of the fracture planes on a
rose diagram

3.4 Essential mathematical concepts for C13 calculation

The following section will present and clarify the mathematical equations and concepts

used in this thesis. Visual explanation for the used symbols can be observed in figure

8. α in these equations denotes the angle between the fracture plane normal and the

scanline, δ the angle between fracture plane normal and Fisher mean pole, and ρ the

angle between the scanline and the Fisher mean pole.

Figure 8: Spherical triangle formed by n, m, and s, where n is fracture normal, m is Fisher
mean pole, and s is the sampling line. The spherical angles α, δ, and ρ are, respectively, angles
between n & s, m & n, and m & s (Wang 2005).
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Equation 1. Theoretical PDF of α (Wang 2005):

fA(α) =

∫
Rδ

fA|δ(α|δ)f∆(δ)dδ =
1

π

∫
sinα√

sin2 δsin2 ρ− (cosα− cosδ cosρ)2
κε κCosδSinδ

ε κ − ε −κ
dδ

|δ − ρ| <= α <= δ + ρ,

(1)

where Rδ is given by

Rδ = [ρ− α, ρ+ α], if α <= ρ, or

Rδ = [0, 2α − ρ], if α > ρ
(2)

The problem with equation 1 is that it cannot be expressed in closed form (Wang

2005). I.e. it can not be solved in this form and is thus of little use for this thesis.

However, it is important to acknowledge the function as it is the one the script attempts

to approximate through CDF and PDF of α . Instead, the PDF of α was approximated

by calculating first its CDF and its range and then calculating the probability of each

observation. This was done by applying equation 2. to the arrays containing values of

α for each fracture population. Listing 1 illustrates the calculation. In a word, C13 is

the reciprocal of the integral of the PDF calculated over the range of the CDF (listing

2). Values for C13 using Wang’s method generally fall between 1,0 and 5,0, values over

6 being regarded as overestimations (Fox et al. 2012). Wang (2005) does not give upper

bound to the value of C13, determining the conversion factor to be in range of [1,0 , ∞]

for linear and planar sampling.

Equation 2. Calculating C13 (numerical approach) (Wang 2005)

C13 =

[ ∫ π

0

|cosα|dFα(α)

]−1

The functions used to calculate CDF and PDF of α for each population:

Listing 1: CDF and PDF functions

1 def _cdf(angles , x):

2 return np.sum(angles <= x) / np.sum(~np.isnan(angles))

3

4

5 def make_rad_cdf(angles , n):

6 cdf_out = np.zeros(n)

7 cdf_range = np.linspace(0, np.pi, n)

8 da = np.pi / (n-1)

9 for i in range(n):

10 cdf_out[i] = _cdf(np.pi*angles /180, (i+1)*da)

11 return (cdf_out , cdf_range)

12
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13

14 def make_rad_pdf(cdf , cdfr):

15 n = len(cdf) - 1

16 pdf_out = np.zeros(n)

17 pdf_range = np.linspace(0, np.pi, n)

18 for i in range(n-1):

19 pdf_out[i] = (cdf[i+1] - cdf[i]) / (cdfr[i+1]-cdfr[i])

20 return (pdf_out , pdf_range)

The function used to calculate Wang’s C13 and Fisher statistics for each fracture
population:

Listing 2: C13 and Fisher statistics

1

2 def calcPlotC13(dataframe , type):

3 # Empty DataFrame for C13

4 C13DF = pd.DataFrame(columns =['population ', 'Area 1_' + type])

5 C13DF = C13DF.set_index('population ')
6

7 # Empty DataFrame for the Fisher values

8 clist = ['meanStrike ', 'meanDip ', 'r_value ', 'angle ', 'kappa ']
9 fisherDF = pd.DataFrame(columns = clist)

10

11 # Empty DataFrames for the CDFs

12 cdfAngleDF = pd.DataFrame(columns =['1','2','3','4','5'])
13 cdfRangeDF = pd.DataFrame(columns =['1','2','3','4','5'])
14

15 # Group data by population

16 dataframe = dataframe.sort_values('population ', ascending=True)

17 grouped = dataframe.groupby('population ')
18

19 for idx , group in grouped:

20 if idx == 999:

21 continue

22 print('IDX ', idx)

23 # Select the column containing alpha values

24 tempFrame = group['alpha ']
25 # Convert pandas series into numpy array

26 tempName = tempFrame.values

27 # Delete NaN values from the array

28 tempName = tempName [~np.isnan(tempName)]

29 # Sort the array into ascending order

30 tempName = np.sort(tempName)

31

32 # Calculate Cumulative distribution function values and its

range for values of alpha

33 cdf_angle , cdf_range = make_rad_cdf(tempName , len(tempName) - 1)

34 # Calculate Probability Distribution Function values and its

range for values of CDF

35 pdf_angle , pdf_range = make_rad_pdf(cdf_angle , cdf_range)

36

37 # Calculate the conversion factor C13 by integrating over the

PDF values

38 C13 = reciprocal(integrate.trapz(pdf_angle * np.abs(np.cos(

pdf_range)), pdf_range))

39 # Save C13 in a dataframe
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40 C13DF.loc[idx , 'Area 1_' + type] = C13

41

42 # Print the dataframe for viewing

43 print(C13DF)

44

45 ##########################

46 # Fisher Stats

47 ##########################

48

49 # Select stereoplot longitude column as numpy array

50 lons = group['lon']. as_matrix ()
51 # Select stereoplot latitude column as numpy array

52 lats = group['lat']. as_matrix ()
53

54 # Remove NaN values

55 lons = lons[~np.isnan(lons)]

56 lats = lats[~np.isnan(lats)]

57

58 # Calculate Fisher statistics

59 mean_vec , (r_value , angle , kappa) = mpl.fisher_stats(lons , lats ,

conf =95)

60 meanStrike , meanDip = mpl.geographic2pole(mean_vec [0], mean_vec

[1])

61 print('Mean density ', group['meanDens '].mean())
62 print('Mean_vec strike ', meanStrike , ' dip ', meanDip)

63 print('r_value ', r_value)

64 print('angle ', angle)

65 print('kappa ', kappa)

66 C13DF.loc[idx , 'kappa '] = kappa

67

68 # Create a DF for the Fisher values

69 fisherTemp = pd.DataFrame ([[ meanStrike , meanDip , r_value , angle ,

kappa]], columns = clist)

70 fisherDF = fisherDF.append(fisherTemp)

71

72

73 ######################

74 # Plotting

75 ######################

76 # Create output folder path and filename

77 outfp = r'C:\Users\antti\Documents\Uni\GeoGradu\Aineisto\
PythonScripts '

78 fname = outfp + '\\' + 'Area 1_' + str(idx) + '_' + type + '.png
'

79

80 # Create the general figure

81 fig1 = figure ()

82 # Create the first axes using subplot populated with data

83 ax1 = fig1.add_subplot (111)

84

85 # Convert radians into degrees for visualization

86 pdf_range = np.rad2deg(pdf_range)

87 cdf_range = np.rad2deg(cdf_range)

88

89 # Prepare for masking arrays - 'conventional ' arrays won't do it

90 pdf_angle = np.ma.array(pdf_angle)

91

92 # Mask values where pdf_angle < 0
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93 pdf_angle_masked = np.ma.masked_where(pdf_angle <= 0, pdf_angle)

94 pdf_range_masked = np.ma.masked_where(pdf_angle <= 0, pdf_range)

95

96 # Choose values where pdf_range > 92 degrees , for visualization

97 pdf_angle_masked = pdf_angle_masked[pdf_range_masked < 92]

98 pdf_range_masked = pdf_range_masked[pdf_range_masked < 92]

99

100 # State the width of the bars

101 width = 0.5

102

103 # Plot the first part , PDF as a bar chart

104 pdfBar = ax1.bar(pdf_range_masked , pdf_angle_masked , width ,

color='b')
105 # Set first y axis label and x axis label

106 ylabel("Probability Density Function", color='b')
107 xlabel("Alpha")

108

109 # Add a second axes that shares the x axis with the first one

110 ax2 = fig1.add_subplot (111, sharex=ax1 , frameon=False)

111

112 # Make PDF and CDF arrays the same size

113 cdf_range = cdf_range [:-1]

114 cdf_angle = cdf_angle [:-1]

115

116 # Mask values where pdf_range > 92 degrees , for visualization

117 cdf_range_masked = np.ma.masked_where(pdf_range > 92, cdf_range)

118 cdf_angle_masked = np.ma.masked_where(pdf_range > 92, cdf_angle)

119

120 # Plot the second part , CDF as a line plot

121 cdfLine = ax2.plot(cdf_range_masked , cdf_angle_masked , 'r-', )

122 # Set second y axis to the right

123 ax2.yaxis.tick_right ()

124 # Set second y axis label position and label

125 ax2.yaxis.set_label_position("right")

126 ylabel("Cumulative Density Function", color='r')
127

128 # Build the legend

129 cdfLineLegend = mlines.Line2D ([], [], color='r', label='CDF')
130 unid = group.Id.unique ()

131 legend ((pdfBar , cdfLineLegend), ("PDF", "CDF , n=" + str(len(unid

))))

132 plt.title('Area 1' + '_R' + str(idx), loc='center ')
133 plt.savefig(fname , dpi =300)

134

135 fisherDF = fisherDF.reset_index(drop=True)

136

137 return C13DF , fisherDF

3.5 Calculation of α

Calculation of the conversion factor C13 was done in Python (Appendix 1) by applying the

methods presented by Wang (2005) and Fox et al. (2007). The script and the relevant parts

of MPLStereonet are freely available on GitHub (https://github.com/anttikallanranta/Gradu).

Main function of the script is to model the fracture set normals, and outcrop normals and

strikes as vectors. This allows for handy calculations of vector solid angles and angular
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distances in spherical coordinates. The first step was to calculate the angle α between

each scanline and fracture set normal. This was done in one of two ways, depending on

the orientation of the outcrop. On vertical outcrops, the scanlines were drawn perpendic-

ular to the apparent dip of the fracture sets. Scanline vectors on vertical outcrops were

modeled to have same strike as the outcrop, following the right hand rule. However, in

order to get the scanline plunge it was first necessary to calculate the apparent dip for

the fracture set in question. It is possible to get apparent vector as a result of a dot

product of the fracture set normal vector and outcrop normal vector. Apparent dip can

be calculated as the arc cosine of the dot product of the apparent dip vector and outcrop

normal divided by the product of their unit vectors.

When 3D features such as fractures are sampled along a 1D line, a systematic sampling

bias occurs (Fox et al. 2012). This concerns drillhole sampling as well as scanline sampling.

The bias arises from two facts: (1) the probability of the sampling line intersecting a

fracture of a given orientation is a function of the dihedral angle between the sampling

line and the fracture normal (Terzaghi 1965), and (2) the probability of the fracture of a

given size, where size is the topological measure of a convex polyhedron representing the

fracture, intersecting any plane is linearly proportional to this size (La Pointe 2002).

In other words, fracture sets measured on the outcrops are likely to be biased towards

large discontinuities that intersect the said outcrops at a near 90◦ angle. I would argue,

that for the purposes of this thesis the bias towards more dominant fractures could be

viewed more as a feature than a source of error, as we were interested in the most dominant

and wide-spread fracture populations. However, the bias arising from the orientation of

the sampling line and the fracture planes is worth addressing. The bias was recognized

early by Terzaghi (1965) who argued for a mathematical weighting procedure for its

mitigation. This geometrical correction factor, the ”Terzaghi correction” is widely used

for correcting drillhole data. The equation for the weighting factor for a fracture sampled

by sampling line can be expressed as follows, δ being the acute angle between the fracture

plane and the scanline:

Equation 4. Terzaghi weighting

W =
1

cos δ
δ < 90◦

It is important to note that Terzaghi correction has significant limitations. Most

prominently, the weighting factor in equation 4 is asymptotic as α (complementary an-

gle to δ) approaches zero (Yow 1987). This feature presents the daunting possibility of

producing infinitely large weights for very steeply intersecting fracture sets. Yow (1987),

and Mauldon & Mauldon (1997) concur that a blind zone, where this method is deemed

unreliable, exists between δ=0◦ and δ=20◦. According to Yow (1987) and Priest (1993)

it is standard practice to limit the maximum weighting factor somewhere between 7 and

10. One of the features of Wang’s C13 conversion procedure is that it doesn’t explic-
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itly demand Terzaghi correction. Assuming the fracture poles to follow univariate Fisher

distribution and the fractures to be randomly distributed in space, it does not call for

corrections of this nature. Drawbacks of these assumptions are discussed in the results.

3.6 K-means method

By definition, K-means clustering is a method of vector quantization that aims to partition

n observations into k clusters in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the

nearest mean, serving as a prototype for the cluster. This results in a partitioning of

the data space into Voronoi cells. K-means was independently discovered by a number of

scholars of different fields and has thus a rich and diverse history (Steinhaus 1956, Lloyd

1982, Ball & Hall 1965, MacQueen 1967). It is the most popular, and incidentally the

simplest, partitional algorithm used in cluster recognition. Reasons for its success are

many: ease of implementation, simplicity, efficiency, and empirical success (Jain 2010).

The main steps of K-means algorithm are as follows (Jain & Dubes 1988): (1) select an

initial partition with K clusters, (2) generate a new partition by assigning each pattern

to its closest cluster center, and (3) compute new cluster centers. Repeat steps 2 and 3

until cluster membership stabilizes.

K-means is a greedy algorithm that can only converge to a local minimum (Jain 2010).

Although seemingly an unsupervised method, it requires three parameters specified by

the user: the number of clusters K, cluster initialization, and a distance metric.

Of these three, the appropriate value of K is the most critical. Certain amount of

ambiguity related to this exists; typically K-means is run independently for a number

of different values of K and the partition that appears the most meaningful is selected

(Jain 2009). As K-means only converges to local minima, different initializations (starting

points) can lead to different final clustering. Typically, K-means is used with the euclidean

metric for computing the distance between clusters and cluster centers.

In the case of this thesis, angular distance between the fracture set poles and clusters

centers was used to determine the partitions. Angular distances were computed by numpy

einsum function, basically just a smarter way to apply dot product calculation along an

axis. Value of K was determined by the user but the cluster initialization was left to the

algorithm, the effects of this are discussed in the results. K-means has been suggested as

a method for identifying pole clusters from geological data by at least Hammah & Curran

(1998, 1999).

K-means has naturally its own fundamental challenges. As the method is reliant on

user input and oversight to ascertain its accuracy, clearly specifying the central definitions

is paramount. Following paragraphs aim to assess the ones that are relevant for the

purposes of this thesis (modified after Jain and Dubes 1988). Following elements are

discussed: (1) definition of a cluster, (2) outliers in the data, (3) number of plausible

clusters in the data, (4) clustering tendency of the data, or lack thereof, and (5) validity

of the discovered clusters.

Clustering algorithms have a tendency to find clusters in data irrespective of whether
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or not any clusters are present (Jain 2010). Cluster validity refers to evaluation of the

results of cluster analysis in a quantitative and objective fashion (Jain and Dubes 1988),

and can be defined based on either internal, relative or external criteria. That said, the

user should determine if the data even has clustering tendency before applying a clustering

algorithm (Smith & Jain 1984). Jain and Dubes (1988) explain the different validity

indexing criteria as follows: indices based on internal criteria assess the fit between the

structure imposed by the clustering algorithm, and the data using the data alone. Indices

based on relative criteria compare multiple structures and decide which of them is better.

External indices measure the performance by matching cluster structure to the a priori

information, the ”true” class labels. True class labels are often used as ground truth, but

opting for clustering seems arbitrary if this information is already available.

Automatically determining the number of clusters has been one of the most difficult

problems in data clustering (Jain 2010). As stated before, usually the algorithms are run

multiple times and the best solution and the value of K is selected by the user based on

predefined criteria. Cluster stability (Lange et al. 2004) is measured as the amount of

variation in the clustering solution over different subsamples of the input data. For this

thesis, this measure could be seen as the change in cluster centers from one iteration to

another. Variation can be quite large if the data has a significant number of outliers.

The chosen clustering tool for this thesis was MPLstereonet python package, including its

K-means method. Validity of the clusters created by MPLstereonet’s K-means algorithm

is assessed in the results. The K-means algorithm, as available in the MPLstereonet

package, is presented in listing 3.

3.7 Clustering algorithm

Originally, fracture population classification was done by Balogh (2018). In this thesis,

an alternative method was used - clustering of the fracture set poles into desired number

of mean vectors using Python package MPLstereonet. The clustering algorithm (listing

3) takes in the directions of the poles in array-like sequences as either fracture set poles

(strikes/dips), lines (bearings/plunges), rakes (strikes/dips/rakes), or radians (lon/lat).

In this study the values were given to the function as poles in two separate arrays

holding the strikes and dips of all the fracture sets. Per its description, the function

finds ”centers of multi modal clusters of data using a kmeans approach modified for

spherical measurements”. The function utilizes the same angular distance function that

was used earlier to calculate α. The number of centers created is up to the user but

realistically it should be kept quite small even though some of these mean vectors may in

fact represent the same fracturing orientations as other mean vectors. This is of course

highly dependent on the quality and nature of the input data. Since this step is also based

on visual interpretation (albeit supported by computation) the choice of valid number of

populations has a direct effect on the output and following interpretations. The algorithm

does not take into account the fact that fracture set normal clusters on the opposite edges

of the the stereoplot are usually part of the same population which raises the need for
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some footnotes on this matter. The natural variation in the dip and dip direction of near-

vertical fractures causes the fracture population poles to end up on opposite sides but

from the modeling perspective this can be regarded as a feature rather than problem. If

the aim is to cluster poles into plausible populations it does not matter if the populations

are split as long as this is acknowledged in the final model and analyses.

The clustering algorithm required some fine-tuning before working correctly. For un-

known reasons the python base function that was used by the developers (zip) to merge

two one-dimensional numpy arrays did not produce the output array in the correct form.

In each loop these arrays effectively contain a random stereonet latitude and longitude

from the input data. To work around this bug the arrays were combined into a single

variable and merged using vstack with transpose. This combines the two arrays while the

transpose argument preserves the order of the input arrays. This proved effective and

should be used if the same bug is encountered in the future.

Fracture set poles were divided into populations by calculating the angular distance

between each fracture set pole and mean pole vector from the clustering algorithm, assign-

ing each fracture set pole the index number of the nearest mean pole vector. Calculation

of the angular distance was done with the same aforementioned function from MPLstere-

onet. Maximum solid angle for these clusters was designated to be exactly half of the

minimum solid angle between the cluster centers in order to avoid fracture set poles get-

ting classified multiple times. The script also prints out the current minimum solid angle

for the user. Lastly, all unclassified fracture set poles were also classified as class 999 and

all populations were visualized on Schmidt stereonets.

Listing 3: K-means function as available in the MPLstereonet package

1 def kmeans (*args , ** kwargs):

2 """

3 Find centers of multi -modal clusters of data using a kmeans approach

4 modified for spherical measurements.

5 Parameters

6 ----------

7 *args : 2 or 3 sequences of measurements

8 By default , this will be expected to be ``strike `` & ``dip ``,
both

9 array -like sequences representing poles to planes. (Rake

measurements

10 require three parameters , thus the variable number of arguments

.) The

11 ``measurement `` kwarg controls how these arguments are

interpreted.

12 num : int

13 The number of clusters to find. Defaults to 2.

14 bidirectional : bool

15 Whether or not the measurements are bi -directional linear/planar

16 features or directed vectors. Defaults to True.

17 tolerance : float

18 Iteration will continue until the centers have not changed by

more

19 than this amount. Defaults to 1e-5.

20 measurement : string , optional

21 Controls how the input arguments are interpreted. Defaults to
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22 ``"poles"``. May be one of the following:

23 ``"poles"`` : strikes , dips

24 Arguments are assumed to be sequences of strikes and

dips of

25 planes. Poles to these planes are used for analysis.

26 ``"lines"`` : plunges , bearings

27 Arguments are assumed to be sequences of plunges and

bearings

28 of linear features.

29 ``"rakes"`` : strikes , dips , rakes

30 Arguments are assumed to be sequences of strikes , dips ,

and

31 rakes along the plane.

32 ``"radians"`` : lon , lat

33 Arguments are assumed to be "raw" longitudes and

latitudes in

34 the stereonet 's underlying coordinate system.

35 Returns

36 -------

37 centers : An Nx2 array -like

38 Longitude and latitude in radians of the centers of each cluster

.

39 """

40 lon , lat = _convert_measurements(args , kwargs.get('measurement ', '
poles '))

41 num = kwargs.get('num', 2)

42 bidirectional = kwargs.get('bidirectional ', True)

43 tolerance = kwargs.get('tolerance ', 1e-5)

44

45 points = lon , lat

46 dist = lambda x: stereonet_math.angular_distance(x, points ,

bidirectional)

47

48 center_lon = np.random.choice(lon , num)

49 center_lat = np.random.choice(lat , num)

50 arrays = (center_lon ,center_lat)

51 #centers = zip(center_lon , center_lat)

52 centers = np.vstack(arrays).T

53

54 while True:

55 dists = np.array([dist(item) for item in centers ]).T

56 closest = dists.argmin(axis =1)

57

58 new_centers = []

59 for i in range(num):

60 mask = mask = closest == i

61 _, vecs = cov_eig(lon[mask], lat[mask], bidirectional)

62 new_centers.append(stereonet_math.cart2sph (*vecs[:,-1]))

63

64 if np.allclose(centers , new_centers , atol=tolerance):

65 break

66 else:

67 centers = new_centers

68

69 return centers
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3.8 Calculating the Fisher statistics

The script (Appendix 1) also yielded a set of statistics describing the dispersion of poles

within the populations: Fisher K and R values, and cluster solid angle. All these variables

measure the tightness of the pole cluster. R value marks the length of the sum vector

of the poles for the respective population, maximizing at 1. Cluster solid angle in turn

denotes the smallest solid angle in spherical coordinates that includes all the poles. Fisher

kappa value describes the overall dispersion of the fracture population and as such is also

a good indicator of the homogeneity of the fracture orientations.

Kappa values given by the script deviated slightly from those calculated by MOVE

for same populations. Both were used separately in the modeling phase. However, this

dispersion of the fracture set normals was left out of the visualizations for the sake of

clarity. Using different values of kappa effectively changes the angular deviation in the

model. Larger values imply that there is less dispersion in the fracture poles of the popu-

lation in question, i.e. less variability in the angles of the fractures. Smaller values in turn

imply that the pole cluster is more widely dispersed. This depicts a more heterogeneous

population where the fractures of the same population are less likely to be exactly parallel.

Kappa value of above 50 is regarded as a vague threshold for this transition.

Finally, the two dataframes - created via clustering and expert approach - were ex-

ported as .xlsx and .csv. The whole set of printouts consists of nine PDF/CDF graphs,

18 stereoplots, 10 .csv files - one for each population, and one .xlsx file containing all the

populations. These represent the result of one run of the script, characterizing properties

of the created clusters. Examples are presented as a part of the thesis itself (figures 9-36,

table 2) or included as appendices at the end of the thesis.
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3.9 DFN model

Three grid layers were created in ArcMap for the final DFN modeling phase in MOVE.

These included (respectively) fracture set dip azimuth, fracture set dip, and fracture set

P32.

P32 values for all fracture sets were calculated by multiplying the P10 values by the

C13 values for each fracture set. This produces unique P32 values for each set on each

individual outcrop or interpolated grid point. Two distinct approaches for the DFN were

chosen: (1) local model, highlighting outcrop level differences and the actual measured

fracture sets and their orientations, and (2) interpolated global model, giving the viewer

a sense of scale and continuum. Both of these models were produced by the same Python

script, and from the same field data.

The outcrop level model is a very local representation of the fracturing orientations.

P32 values for all the fracture populations were transformed into grids on which the cell

size was small enough to enable each outcrop to be modeled individually. This was done

in ArcMap by rasterizing each of the fracture set point data layers with vector to raster

tool. A vast majority of the grid cells remained naturally empty due to the sparse data

set but this step enabled the grid layers to be used as a part of the DFN modeling phase

in MOVE. The local model acts as a comparison for the interpolated global model. With

this approach it is not only possible to get much more robust model of the actual fracture

sets and populations on each outcrop but also to better understand all the strengths and

shortcomings of the model and the preceding analyses.

Interpolated global model was done in order to honor the continuous nature of the

bedrock fracturing. This approach populates every cell in the modeled area with fractures.

All the fracture sets produced by the Python script were split and interpolated into 400

m raster cells by their dip, dip direction, and P32. The chosen interpolation method was

inverse distance weighting (IDW) as it is reasonable to expect a drop in significance when

moving farther away from the point of the actual measurement. The effects of this are

discussed in the results. All the interpolated rasters were forced into a rectangle roughly

the size of the study area. The interpolated raster was converted into a grid of points,

the points were given geographical coordinates, and then exported as .txt files.

The points were imported into MOVE, one attribute point cloud at a time. A geocel-

lular volume was created for every fracture set and the values from the point clouds were

updated into its attribute table. After azimuth, dip and P32 had been successfully added

to the volume it was possible to start producing realizations of the DFN itself. Frac-

ture sizes were standardized as 500 meters long surfaces for visualization. Trace lengths

measured on outcrops ranged from 0.1 meters to just under ten meters. Modeling the

discontinuities on this scale would have made the model spanning the whole study area

unreadable. Furthermore, focus of this thesis was to characterize the dominant fracturing

orientations and addition of different possible models for trace length estimation (lognor-

mal, power law, etc.) would have added to the complexity without any additional value

or insight.
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3.10 Challenges

The real crux of the whole modeling endeavor was definitely the approximation of C13 for

all fracture populations. It took a lot of time to understand all the elements in the equation

proposed by Wang (2005). Others (Fox et al. 2007, 2012) used their own C-based program

which was later implemented into FracMan. This posed a significant problem as there was

no access to either one. The solution was to use Python module MPLStereonet, a bundle

of functions developed for this kind of calculations. As could have been foreseen, this

in turn demanded much deeper understanding of the inner workings of the calculations.

Proper calculation and its challenges can be broken down to four parts: (1) calculation

of angle α, (2) division and clustering of the fracture set data, (3) approximation of the

conversion factor C13, and (4) addressing the sparsity of the field data.

The first hurdle leading up to C13 was to calculate the angle αbetween the scanlines

and fracture set plane normals for all the possible combinations of outcrop azimuths and

fracture sets. As the apparent fracture intensity had been measured orthogonally to each

individual set, there were as many scanlines as there were fracture sets. While this may

have seemed like a good practice in the field it was the leading cause of the mathematical

parts and workload of this thesis. This would have been all well and good were it not

for one missing detail: the attitudes of the scanlines. I.e. their strike and dip as well

as measurement direction. Luckily, these questions can be expressed as an equation and

solved in vector space.

Turning all the poles and outcrop orientations into vectors posed of course its own

challenges. E.g. the dot product between two vectors yields two vectors pointing in

opposite directions from the origin due to the bidirectional nature of the calculation. One

of these was to represent the scanline and the other one left out. This caused quite a lot

of headache as α is the angle between the scanline and the fracture set plane normal. This

means that the value of α was directly dependent of the direction of the chosen scanline.

In retrospect, all this could have been easily avoided by measuring all fractures on an

outcrop with a single scanline or by measuring the dip and direction of each individual

scanline.

Second major challenge was the grouping of the fracture set poles into populations.

There was already one take at this by Balogh (2018) made in the field but this did not

seem very robust when viewed on a stereonet. This first interpretation and classification

of the fracturing orientations was done on the basis of density on outcrop level after the

field mapping campaign in 2016. The method was sound and logical. However, when

classified in this fashion the fracture poles have a really dispersed habit when the entire

dataset is viewed on a stereonet. To combat this obvious error a clustering algorithm

from MPLstereonet was used to generate desired number of populations.

Next non-trivial step was understanding the inner workings of the Wang’s C13 equa-

tion (Wang 2005). At first glance, the integration and its components looks quite straight-

forward and compact but actually using it proved much more challenging. Slightly modi-

fied formula used by Fox et al. (2007, 2012) was also perplexing. Both also quote a second
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equation for the theoretical calculation of the PDF of α but at the same time note that

it can not be expressed in closed form. I.e. it can not be solved. However, after extensive

consultation from the more mathematically able it was finally possible to translate the

equation and all its moving parts into Python functions. Calculating the PDF of α from

its CDF for each population seems to work as expected. This approach is not mentioned

in the literature but the results of the final calculation are in the expected range.

The field data applicable for the DFN modeling contained 79 outcrops on which two to

four fracture sets were identified. The study area is rather large, and as the outcrops are

not evenly distributed there are notable gaps between the data points. Traditionally DFN

modeling is done as a combination of drill core and outcrop data which not only gives the

final model a more reliable depth dimension but also more dense and controlled structure.

Drilling campaigns are done as lines or arrays whereas the outcrops are naturally randomly

distributed and dependent on the regions geological history. In the case of our study area,

Quaternary deposits cover everything but a selected few high points of the underlying

bedrock. Data sparsity leads to the inevitable spatial limitations of the final model,

regardless of the statistical tricks used in this thesis.
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4 Results and discussion

4.1 Clustering algorithm

Experienced geologist identified three to four populations depending on the outcrop by

hard sectoring. This result was founded on not just fracture data, but also the foliation

characteristics in the area (figs. 9-12). It was possible to classify the fracture data into

populations comparable to those made by hard sectoring by using the K-means clustering

algorithm (figs. 13-24). Furthermore, weighting of the fracture population poles by their

respective P10 values improved the accuracy of the results. This step effectively multiplied

the weight of the most dominant fracturing orientations while also giving the algorithm

more pole vectors to work with.

After a number of iterations and testing the number of mean vectors (value for K) for

the K-means clustering algorithm was assigned to five. This was the most stable solution

with the least variation between the iterations, e.g. when compared to runs with four or

seven mean vectors. It must be noted that this is not a fully automated operation for this

exact reason; the algorithm can not decide the ”goodness” of the solution by itself. Five

populations is a likely representation of the most dominant fracture populations based on

the available data. This number of course includes steeply dipping sets (e.g. fig. 20 and

23) that would probably be classified into a single population based on visual inspection

of the stereoplots.

A number of fracture set poles remained unclassified on every run. This can be at least

partly attributed to local structural controls that also cause some of the classified clus-

ters to be follow a girdle distribution rather than actual cluster distribution (Univariate

Fisher).
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Figure 9: Population R1, expert classification by hard sectoring

Figure 10: Population R2, expert classification by hard sectoring
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Figure 11: Population R3, expert classification by hard sectoring

Figure 12: Population R4, expert classification by hard sectoring
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Figure 13: K-means mean vector for population R1

Figure 14: K-means mean vector for population R2
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Figure 15: K-means mean vector for population R3

Figure 16: K-means mean vector for population R4
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Figure 17: K-means mean vector for population R5

Figure 18: K-means mean vector for all populations R1-R5
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Figure 19: Fracture population R1 poles, resulting from the K-means method

Figure 20: Fracture population R2 poles, resulting from the K-means method
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Figure 21: Fracture population R3 poles, resulting from the K-means method

Figure 22: Fracture population R4 poles, resulting from the K-means method
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Figure 23: Fracture population R5 poles, resulting from the K-means method

Figure 24: Unclassified fracture set poles, K-means method
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4.2 Discrete fracture network modeling

DFN models were only created from the populations created by K-means clustering al-

gorithm for the comparison with Local Anisotropy Interpolator (LAI) models (Ruuska

2018). The two realizations, outcrop level and the interpolated model, should be viewed

as complementary in terms of interpreting the favored fracture orientations in the study

area. Differences between the created DFN models and LAI approach are compared in

chapter 7.

For the outcrop level model (figs. 25-30) the spatial range is limited to the immediate

proximity of the outcrops, though some fracture populations are more globally homoge-

neous than others. This is directly related to the lower dispersion of fracture set poles in

a population. Rasterization of the original point data increased the accuracy of the DFN

model, enabling the fracture sets on each outcrop to be modeled individually. Kappa

values given by MOVE were used as a measure of fracture population dispersion in this

model. This model is based directly to the data obtained from the script or MOVE itself

and as such is the most accurate representation of the source data. As can be observed

from the figures 25-30 not all of the populations derived by the K-means clustering

method were logged on all outcrops.

Figure 25 presents all the fracture populations formed as the result of the K-means

method on an outcrop level. This can be regarded as the most accurate (or the least

biased) representation of the dominant fracturing orientations in the study area. Individ-

ual fracture populations R1-R5 can be found and cross-referenced from figures 26-30, and

stereoplots of the fracture poles for the same populations from figures 19-23.

IDW interpolated global model realizations (figs. 31-35) are comparable to those

produced by Ruuska (2018) with the goCAD LAI plugin. However, interpolation also

affects the input parameters, in this case the fracture orientations and intensities. Fracture

population dispersion was assumed to be a constant for this model, i.e. the created

fracture population surfaces were assumed to be a highly coherent set with little to no

dispersion. This was done to ensure the visibility regional trends, using e.g. Fisher kappa

values would make the global model nearly impossible to interpret.

Interpolating the needed direction rasters for sets with pole azimuths on both sides

of 360◦/ 0◦border proved to be a problem. ArcMap 10 has limited capabilities in under-

standing euclidean directions, resulting in a bit turbulent azimuth direction layer (fig. 33).

This could be mended by using homogeneous values across the whole raster. However,

it would be counterproductive to deviate from the workflow for this kind of exception.

Changing the workflow to account for euclidean directions would be much smarter, and

would make the model more robust. Lithology is not taken into consideration in this

model due to the sparsity of the data. Making assumptions based solely on one or two

data points (or none) per lithological unit would have been overly presumptuous.

Outcrops were sparse, unevenly distributed, and generally located away from major

deformation zones where the bedrock surface is more elevated. Therefore, fractures from

more intensely deformed areas are not as well represented in the data.
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Figure 25: All fracture populations (R1-R5), outcrop level model

Figure 26: Fracture population R1, outcrop level model
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Figure 27: Fracture population R2, outcrop level model

Figure 28: Fracture population R3, outcrop level model
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Figure 29: Fracture population R4, outcrop level model

Figure 30: Fracture population R5, outcrop level model
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Figure 31: Fracture population R1, interpolated model

Figure 32: Fracture population R2, interpolated model
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Figure 33: Fracture population R3, interpolated model. Note the failed interpolation of frac-
ture population azimuths

Figure 34: Fracture population R4, interpolated model
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Figure 35: Fracture population R5, interpolated model
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4.3 C13, P32 and Fisher statistics

C13 values produced by the script for the data sets are within the expected range covered

in literature (Fox et al. 2007, 2012), ranging from 1,23 to 2,08 for the clustered data, and

from 1,26 to 2,03 for the expert approach. Fox et al. (2007) mentions overestimation of

the conversion values when they exceed 6 which seems not to be an issue.

K-means algorithm produced generally superior Fisher statistics compared to the ex-

pert approach (table 2). R-values derived from the K-means method were significantly

higher, cluster angles noticeably lower, and Fisher kappa values generally vastly higher.

However, these values for the the horizontal population (R3) were almost identical for the

two methods.

Table 2: Fisher statistics for the populations produced by K-means clustering algorithm and
expert classification

C13 values only represent the factor needed in the P10 - P32 conversion and as such

are included in the table 2 only to give the sense of their magnitude. All the other statis-

tics describe the populations and their different attributes, and highlight the differences

between the methods.

Clusters formed by the K-means algorithm are less dispersed than the ones resulting

from expert classification. R-values were really high for all the populations derived from K-

means method, apart from population 3. Values for populations 1, 2, 4, and 5 ranged from

0,950 to 0,960. R-value for population 3 was 0,604. For the expert approach populations

values were significantly lower, ranging from 0,149 (R2) to 0,634 (R3).

Cluster solid angles for the K-means method were noticeably lower than for expert

classification, except for population 3. This implies that the clusters created by K-means

method are less dispersed when viewed in spherical coordinate system. Values for the K-

means method populations 1, 2, 4, and 5 ranged from 1,819 to 2,181. Value for population

3 was 6,208. Values for expert classification populations ranged from 6,154 (R3) to 18,155

(R2).

Fisher kappa values were significantly higher for the K-means populations than for

the ones derived from expert classification, population 3 being the one exception. This

also implies that the clusters created by the K-means method are less dispersed than the
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ones created by the expert approach. Values for the K-means method populations 1, 2,

4, and 5 ranged from 19,950 to 24,833. Value for the population 3 was 2,515. Values for

the expert classification populations ranged from 1,172 (R2) to 2,721 (R3).

Some of the clusters appear to follow a girdle distribution. According to Fox et al.

(2012), this is a problem if C13 is approximated with Wang’s method which assumes the

fracture population in a single set to follow a Univariate Fisher spherical probability, i.e.

to be more or less symmetrically distributed around a common mean pole. Whether or

not this induces error to the results is unclear.
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4.4 Calculation of α

The script correctly computes the angle α for each combination of fracture sets and

scanlines on each outcrop.

The realization that scanlines and fracture set poles could be modeled as directional

unit vectors was a huge step forward. The same could be said about using Python in

the geometrical computations. Handling all the solid angle calculations by hand would

have been quite tedious and much less suited for multiple realizations of the model. By

definition, DFN modeling is an iterative process including multiple realizations and as such

the work flow should be as streamlined as possible from the beginning. The possibility

to insert the field data directly to the script plays a big part in this. Sure, at the present

state of the script the data has to be in certain format with arbitrary column headers

suited for this thesis but it is still usable for any similar dataset with minor editing.

According to Munier (2004a) there are essentially two categories of bias affecting

fracture analysis. One is the aforementioned problem with the size of the sampling volume

or area and its effect on estimating of trace lengths. Orientation of the sampling domain

in relation to the sampled structures is another. The former makes measuring of true

fracture sizes or trace lengths problematic due to censoring. In this thesis this effect was

taken into account by modeling all fractures to be of equal size and concentrating on their

geometry rather than shape. The latter poses a problem when trying to compare the

intensities of fracture sets that cut the sampling domain at different angles. On a finite,

perfectly flat sampling surface, the probability of intersecting an infinitely large fracture is

directly proportional to the angle between the sampling surface and the fracture (Munier

2004a). In other words, outcrop-based fracture datasets will be depleted of sub horizontal

fracture sets, as observed by Terzaghi (1965). However, Wang’s C13 conversion factor

and its calculation ignore this bias by assuming the fracture population poles to follow a

Univariate Fisher distribution. Furthermore, Terzaghi correction assumes all the fracture

sets to have the same spacing and becomes less relevant when attempting to estimate

intensities.
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4.5 Analysis of the Cumulative Density Function of α

The most dominant angle of incidence between the scanlines and fracture sets is better

accentuated for some populations than others (figs. 36-37). For the K-means method (fig.

36) populations R1 and R2 this sharp increase in the number of instances for said angle

of incidence ranges from 44 to 70 degrees, whereas for R3 and R5 we see more bimodal

distribution with sharp increases from 18 to 27 degrees, and again at 68 to 86 degrees.

Angles of incidence for R4 are more evenly spread across the whole range with minor

sharper increases from 34 to 35 degrees and from 76 to 84 degrees.

CDF values for the hard sectored data increase more gradually with the angle of

incidence. Most notably, the lowest and the highest angles of incidence are found in this

dataset. The only major increase for R1 lies at 20 degrees. Values for R2 are the most

evenly spread, showing no preferred orientation. The horizontal fracture population R3

shows more prominent increases in the number of instances at 3 to 4 degrees, and again at

20 to 22 degrees. R4 has seemingly a couple major preferred orientations but this result

can not be taken on face value as the population is significantly more scattered than the

others (fig. 12).

It is important to note that the populations are not directly comparable for reasons

discussed earlier in this thesis. This has been highlighted by using different color schemes

for the graphs in this section. By studying the CDF graphs, it is possible to analyze the

governing angle of incidence between the scanline and fracture set for each population.

These series are created as a side-product of the C13 calculation workflow serving as the

range and the integrand in the integration.
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Figure 36: CDF of different values of α for all fracture populations R1-R5 created by the
k-means clustering algorithm

Figure 37: CDF of different values of α for all fracture populations R1-R4 created by hard
sectoring
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5 Validity and uncertainties

5.1 Uncertainties

Fox et al. (2007) characterizes the typical uncertainties for DFN models. The following

is a modified version of this including all the possible factors that may affect the results

of this thesis. These factors are broken down into four types: conceptual uncertainties,

mathematical uncertainties, parameter uncertainties, and uncertainty induced by steps

preceding the modeling itself. Conceptual uncertainty encompasses the uncertainty in-

duced by the assumption that certain concepts are true and valid for this kind of modeling.

This includes the tectonic continuum hypothesis, and the fracture domain and lithology

domain concepts. The effect of lithology was left out of the analysis due to the sparsity

of the data but the other two are critical for the integrity of the model. Mathematical

uncertainties lie in the validity of the used mathematical methods and their correct use.

As mentioned before, it has been stated by Fox et al. (2012) that Wang’s C13 is unsuitable

for girdle-shaped distributions. However, assessing the effect of this is well beyond the

scope of this thesis. Parameter uncertainty has to do with the calculation of the model

variables, namely the end product P32. The most viable tools for this are the Fisher

statistics: R-value, cluster solid angle and Fisher κ, but these alone are not the perfect

proof for the validity of the methods. The last factor is the uncertainty induced by the

fieldwork methods and other steps prior to the modeling. As discussed before, accuracy of

the field measurements definitely affects the results of this thesis via the outcrop attitude

measurements, or lack thereof. Spatial distribution of the outcrops also causes some bias,

at least in the interpolated model. And of course, all these steps are also prone to human

error, albeit this is not quantifiable in any measurable way.

Accuracy of any numerical modeling endeavor is highly dependent on the accuracy of

the source data, which is not one of the strongest features of this thesis. Although the

fracture set orientations are accurately measured the actual orientation of the outcrops

is only an approximation in 45◦ steps. This has of course quite expansive repercussions

to the following steps and their results. The method itself is sound, but regrettably falls

victim to the accuracy of the field data.
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5.2 Validation by comparison of the modeling results

Comparing implicit approach for ductile and brittle structures (Ruuska 2018) and semi-

explicit approach for the brittle domain for the same study area is a rather complex

endeavor. As stated before, the brittle and ductile structures are inherently linked by

the deformational history of the area, most dominant fracture population being often the

one following regional schistocity. While both of these methods lack ground truth in the

traditional sense, comparison of the final models serves as cross-validation.

In his thesis, Ruuska (2018) concentrates on developing new methodologies for fold

structure modeling using goCAD SURFE (Hillier et al. 2014). Ruuska uses LAI and LAM

to model the brittle structures. These approaches are combinations of many technical

steps, full explanation can be found in Ruuska’s thesis. For clarity, only the parts relevant

for DFN comparison will be discussed. Implicit models of the brittle structures were

created using LAM tool in goCAD (Ruuska 2018), which works by creating weights for

local anisotropy based on the user’s input and data points. In the subarea 1, the spatial

extent of this thesis, Ruuska (2018) identified four fracture populations (R1-R4). All of

these have systematic orientations except R4, which includes more variation and random

orientations. Comparisons between the DFN and LAM populations are presented in

figures 38-42.

It is clear that the results of the two methods are not exactly identical. That said, they

do have regional similarities in fracture orientations depending on the population. DFN

population R1 and R4 complement each other, and together they bear a close resemblance

to the LAM population R1 (figs. 38-39). Similarly, DFN populations R2 and R5 are akin

to LAM R2 (figs. 40-41) though not as much as with the previous example. Directionality

of the global DFN population R3 is questionable so comparing it to the LAM population

R3 would be a feeble excercise. Both are unquestionably interpretations of horizontal

fracture populations but the LAM model is far more robust as goCAD’s directionality

interpolation tools are more advanced than those available in ArcMap.
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Figure 38: DFN population R1, LAM population R1

Figure 39: DFN population R4, LAM population R1
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Figure 40: DFN population R2, LAM population R2

Figure 41: DFN population R5, LAM population R2
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Figure 42: DFN population R3, LAM population R3
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6 Conclusions

Based on the results, fracture set pole clustering with open source methods (MPLStereonet

K-means) is a feasible approach. K-means clustering algorithm was superior to the expert

approach based on the Fisher statistics. Similar studies were not found at the time of

this thesis, so more studies are needed to ascertain the soundness of the methodology.

Statements made at this point are merely tentative due to the quality and amount of the

available data.

Taking into account the results of Ruuska’s (2018) thesis, the DFN and clustered

fracture populations constructed using aforementioned methods can be used as a tentative

approximation of the preferred fracturing orientations within the boundaries of the study

area. The geological DFN model produced in the course of this thesis lacks the depth

component that is an integral part of the output of the implicit approach fold structure

models. However, the brittle models created by goCAD LAM (Ruuska 2018) and the

interpolated DFN model appear strikingly similar, and the chosen number of mean vectors

for the clustering algorithm produced populations comparable to those created by hard

sectoring of the data (Balogh 2018). Neither can be treated as definitive interpretation

of the brittle structures in the bedrock surface layer, but rather as two sides of the

same coin. Creating the interpolated grids for the DFN approach is still quite labor-

intensive. However, preceding and following steps are much less so. With the combination

of these two methodologies it could be feasible to model large and geologically diverse

areas efficiently. This remains a subject for further modeling efforts. Outcrop level model

shows the true, measured values and could be used as ground truth in future modeling

efforts. Efficient production of large-scale brittle models could be possible with the added

flexibility of the implicit modeling methods and automated clustering.
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